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New rules, budgets start today
By CHRIS KOUBA
New rules and reduced budgets for
federal financial aid programs went
into effect today, the start of the 198182 fiscal year.
The law sets limits" called
authorization ceilings, on how much
money can be appropriated to the
programs. Money probably will be
appropriated by the end of October.
The budgets and rules will affect aid
for the 1982-83 school year.
Usually appropriations are less
money than authorizations, according
to Pat Smith of the American Council
on Education. "At the rate we're
going, it's fairly hard to tell" if that
will happen this year, she said. This
year's authorizations are based on
last year's appropriations. Smith
expects the amounts to be close this
year.
Here are the major changes in
programs affecting James Madison
University students:

This issue...
Duke HI, JMU's bulldog mascot, died of leukemia this summer.
His successor may be on the Way. See story, page 2.
The 2nd Annual Riathalon was held here Tuesday, attracting
about 90 participants. See Sports, page 13.

Students
from
higher-income
families face more difficulties to
receive the Guaranteed Student Loan.
Since 1978. anyone was eligible for the
GSL. Now families with an adjusted
gross income of $30,000 or more must
pass a needs test to receive the loan.
Adjusted gross income Hr the
combined income of a student and
parents minus the adjustments listed

on the 1040'form, such as moving
expenses, but before deductions.
Students with a family adjusted
gross income of $30,000 or more must
take a financial needs test. Needs of $l
to $499 will be met if a lender wants to
make a loan that small. Needs of $500
to $1.000 will be met. probably with a
flat $1,000 loan. Needs over $1,000 will
be met but cannot exceed $2,500 a
year for undergraduate students or
$5,000 a year for graduate students.
Social Security benefits and G.I.
Bill payments are to be counted at
their full value when figuring student
need. These previously were not
counted
The minimum annual repayment on
the GSL is increased from $360 to $600
a year.
The GSL is to be awarded only after
other financial aid possibilities have
been exhausted. Congress makes no
authorization ceiling on the GSL.
About 55 percent of JMU students
receive GSLs. according to McRae.
Efforts to tighten control over the
Pell Grants <also\called the Basic
Educational Opportunity Grant)
failed. Proposals-tfiJimit the grants to
$1,800 a year or to 50 percent of attendance cost were dropped.
This is the only major program for
See AID, page 2

Federal delays slowed process
By CHRIS KOUBA
A heavy work load and federal
government delays slowed the
financial aid process at James
Madison University this summer,
according to John McRae, director of
financial aid
The Department of Education
divides congressional appropriations
among the nation's schools, McRae
said, noting that the department has
been slower to do sc«.in the past few
years. This year JMU was notified of
its share of the money in mid-July.
McRae noted that the department
already is behind for next year's
programs Congress mandated the
department to formulate regulations
as part of the new laws taking effect
today yet the task is not done.
"Here we've got new a law going
intoeffect and we don't know what the
regulations are. That is absurd." he
said.
■■

...me a line

Photos by Yo Nagaya

C'orkey Couffman of the Rockinghaim Construction Co. lowers a new telephone
cable to co-worker Jimmy Thompson. They were replacing the cable to the
Warren Campus Center Wednesday!morning.

IDEALLY. STUDENTS would have
been notified of their financial aid
awards by August 1. McRae said, but
JMU did not know how much moneyjt
could award until the second week of
July "It would"be okay if we started
school in October," he said, calling
the late notification "asinine."
JMU began notifying students of
their awards around August 1 and
finished the task during registration.
McRae said about 5.000 applications
were processed and about 3,000
awards were made. :
"The loan applications were in a
pile five feet high." McRae said. "We

:——-.:
-.:

ended up working in excess of 60 hours
a week."
McRae had anticipated it would
take four to six weeks for JMU to
process an application. He said the
time was cut to a few days by the end
of August.
Acklene Knott, loan officer at
Valley National Bank, said, "not
knowing what happens there (JMU). I
find them to be very slow" in

I

McRae called
federal expectations
'absurd'
processing applications. "I just had
complaint after complaint." she said.
When a bank loans a student money,
it must wait for the school to complete
a form OP O»«. school's costs. Knott
said JMU took as long as six weeks to
do this.
McRae responded. "I don't think
any bank had applications five feet
high." He said he must process applications in the order they are
received.

-

MOVING THE FINANCIAL aid
offices from Varner House to Hoffman Hall put the office a week behind
in its work, McRae said, noting this
had no effect on the delays. The move
was made in the second week of June,
See DELAYS, page, 2
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Mascot dies over summer; successor eyed
1

i

"By KATi: I'ARPEK
'Jumps Madison Pniversity
»
- lost its mascot (o leukemia
over the summer Duke III, .1
bulldog, had a growth in his
»■ „»•';>■ -jwwgaud suffered (or about a
month before he died: ac'earding to Mr William R
Nelson, head of (he Political
Science
Department
and

keVpcr <>t Duke III
This is very unusual in a
young dog." Nelson said
Dyke III was (wo and a half
wars old
Plying far.obtaining another
mnscof have already, begun
The Nelsons have checked
with the kennel in Richmond
from which Duke III was
purchased "He has a female

cousin
who's
expecting
around, Halloween." Nelson
said "We have a bid in for a
male and we expect to pick
hv... .., '^*«i«vcnil>er "
Sigma
Phi
Rpsilon
fraternity had bought Duke 111
and given
him to the
university The Nelsons had
taken care of him
'• ;
It has been suggested that

•Aid
'Continued from pane 11
which Congress
authorized increasing
amounts of money over the
next three years $2 65 billion
this year $2 8 billion next year
and $3 billion the following
year
The
actual
appropriations might not follow
this trend, however Other
programs were authorized the
same amount of money for
each of the next three years
Last year the Pell Grants
were appropriated $2 fi billion.
but $254 million of that was to
pay off previous years' deb's
McRae said about 1 I per
cent of JMP students received
Pell Grants last year

milbon for this program this
year but last T-*ar appropriated $186 million The
prom-am also uses money paid
back from previous year's
loans
McRae estimates that 450
students here will receive
NDSI.s this year
Congress

authorized

$555

million for the College Work
Study Program Last year the
program
received
$550
million McRae said about 250
.IMP students work, in thus
program"
The changes are the result
of the Omnibus Hudget
Reconciliation Hill which was
signed into law Aug. 13.

said
all (Jreek organizations on
He never would have been
campus help pay for Duke IV.
a very good watchdog because
-.nice an average purebred
he liked people too much."
bulldog c.osts about Jtfiod Hut
Nelson -aid . >' '^- .vpl#n' ^V-Jvelsoji Raid He added that
while Duke was lovable, "he
"doesn't come' through we'll
was aloof and verv dignified
buv him ourselves ."
"You could not cuddle or
NELSON
Di:s< Itlltl I)
hold
him." Nelson said "That
Duke 111 as
the perfect
•
was
-hard to do anyway.
mascot for the university He
because he weighed sixty five
loved to go to the games He
pounds "
would sit and watch the
But, "as bulldogs go. he was
baseball
and
basketball
verv trim." Nelson said
games, and actually lollow the
ball with his eyes At football
Dl'KK I was owned by Dr
games, he enjoyed the crowd
Henry Meyers in the Political
more, because the ball was too
Science Department and the
hard to follow The baseball
dog appeared at some .IMP
team gave, him a baseball,
games
which he would run qfter and
Duke II lived with one of the
put in his mouth Some
athletic trainers and died
baseball players thought he
young of heat exhaustion, a
would bring them
good
common
occurence
in
luck and would touch him
bulldogs because their noses
before they went1 to bat. and it
are short and they are prone
often seo/ned to help."Nelson
to respiratory problems

the King of Beers,
is coming through.

•The
Virginia
. 1 oljege
Scholarship Assistance
Program affei te :
percent
if students hen
McRae said This program
matches funds." dollar for
dollar, with a federal program
which was authorized $76R
million The federal program
was
appropriated
?7ti 7ri
million last year
The
Supplemental
educational
Opportunity
(.rant was authorized $370
million, the same amount it
was appropriated last year
McRae said it affects about
one percent of .IMP students
The interest on National
Direct Student Loans was
raised from 3 percent to 5
percent A hike to 7 percent
had been proposed
Congress authorized $286

* Delays
Continued from page 1>
before the
Department of Education
made its decision on appropriations
McRae liked the move.
saying it "made us more
accessible." and there was
tremendous waste of space
up there 1 Varner House1
McRae also said a new
financial aid process at
registration was successful
.Instead of having students"**
with problems go from
Godwin Hall to the financial
aid offices, personnel were
working at both locations
A student would present his
problem at Godwin to a
worker in phone contact with
the office Someone in the
office would look up the
student's file and the problem
would be solved then
Since a limited number of
students enter registration at
a time, there were not ex- '
cessively long lines, McRae
said
The financial aid office
employs three professional
staff, three.secretaries and 1(1
student assistants

!
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SQl'lRE HII.I. APARTMENTS are one of several area apartment complexes available to students.

Photo by Tom Liflhton

Privacy is major advantage

Apartment living convenient for students
By TAMMY MOONEY
Local apartment complex managers seem to offer
.James Madison University students relatively
problem free off campus living
The majority of student tenants live in Squire Hill
Apartments. About 80 percent of all occupants there .
are JMU students.
Loretta Frantz. manager at Squire Hill since 1974.
said that the benefits they offer students include
compatible surroundings, nearness of the complex to
campus and a washer and dryer in each apartment
She said students liked the convenience of the washer
and dryer
Frantz said there were few problems involving
students She said the number of problems is camparible to those of non-student residents
t^
Students at Squire Hill encounter problems only if
they disturb neighbors with student parties. Frantz
said
MY PHILOSOPHY on the students is that I treat
them as an adult as long as they let me." Frantz said.
"Personally. I like the young people, they make good
residents " Frantz then added. "I'm very fond of 99
percent of the students I've met here." '
Squire Hill resident Karen Beauchamp decided to
live off campus because she was tired of living with
hundreds of other people in a residence hall She said
dorms offered too many distractions from studying
"I have more privacy, a better diet, and a better
study atmosphere at Squire Hill." Beauchamp said
"Bui most importantly. I have the feeling of going
back to.i place I can call home instead of a big hotelmVire mine "

Charles Shank, owner and manager of Shank
Apartments, said about 65 percent of his tenants are
JMU students
Restrictions on students are few. but there is a rule
about disturbing neighbors. Shank said

students who are here for. an education, those who
want to study."
THE EXPENSE involved in living in an apartment
hinders many students from living off campus. But
some feel the cost is comparible to on-campus living,
according to several students
STUDENTS COMPRISE
about 35 percent of the C
Rent at Squire Hill has recently increased. There
occupants at Holly Court Apartments There is a
are also restrictions on the numbers of students that
fixed number of apartments open for student use
can reside in a single apartment.
each year
A one-bedroom Squire Hill apartment with up to
Holly Court manager Harvey Shifflett said. "We
two people living there costs $275 a month. A twooffer a nice, clean, quiet place to study within
bedroom with up to three residents is $325 and a
walking or jogging distance of campus and
three-bedroom unit with up to four residents is $385
reasonable rates." He sited these reasons as the
Shank Apartments are unfurnished Utilities are
major benefits to students.
not included in rent payments
Shifflett said he encounters very few problems with
Coin-operated laundry rooms are on the premises.
student tenants About 10 percent of the students do
A one-bedroom Shank Apartment for up to two
not clean their apartments properly when they leave,
residents is $170 a month, while a three-bedroom unit
he said" There is very little intentional damage to the
for up to three people is $300 a month.
apartments. Shifflett said.
Holly Court Apartments-are also unfurnished. They
Students are expected to realize that they are
have two laundry rooms for resident's use
mixed in with families," Shifflet said "Loud, wild
A Holly Court one-bedroom apartment for up to two
parties are not allowed but we do give them i the
people is $195 a month, a two-bedroom for three
studentsi one warning."
residents is $245. and a three-bedroom for four
Holly Court resident Mark Simpson said that living
residents is $280.
there suited his' lifestyle
PARK APARTMENTS offer students a two-bedroom,
"Things are easier, it's a little more laid back
unfurnished dwelling for two residents at $319 a
living here." Simpson said "I feel more independent
month This does not include electricity and
and l\rn not rushed around like on campus "
telephone
payments.
Coin-operated
laundry
Lessthan 25 percent of Park Apartments are
machines are on the premises.
studerW^ccording to manager Virginia Monger
Food and transportation do not present major
"We screen our student tenants very carefully."
problems as most students walk or ride a bike from
Monger said "We talk to their parents and require a
their apartments. Students at Shank Apartments can
parental signature on their leases We accept
use a bus system

Have a
news tip?
Call the
news desk
at 6127
■
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Student competes
in local page
/

By GERI BOUTHILLET
A 17-year - old James
Madison University student
competed in the state final for
the Miss Teen World Pageant
in Staunton. Saturday.
Freshman Kathleen Stuck
competed with 64 other girls.
Stuck, representing Sarafax
County, placed in the top five
for talent but did not win an
award.
Patricia Acostis of Norfolk
won the Miss Teen Virginia
title. Miss Acostis
played
the guitar and sang her -own
song. She will compete in the
national
competition
in
Atlanta, on New Year's Eve.
Stuck said the hardest part
of the pageant was acquiring a
sponsor. "I had to convince
(the store managers) Jhat_I

was worth $250." she said.
This /was difficult because
many stores she visited were
of a chain, and she had to
travel from store to store to
talk to the owner. Local stores
seldom sponsor contestants
because their advertisements
would prove futile in an area
any distance away.
Stuck was sponsored by
Hughes' Pharmacy, a local
business owned by a friend of
the family.
Contestants were judged on
talent or speech, poise, personality, appearance, evening
gown, an interview and service hours. Miss Stuck played
the guitar and sang a song she
wrote.
Stuck plans to compete
again next year.

WE RE MORE THAN A
d NICE PLACE TO EAT
We're really THREE GREAT RESTAURANTS in one...

INI

^0***T

*DW»

«THE<

Specializing in fine food P^J excellent service
For a good time, XHE PUB
is the spot for you!

Happy Hour
*8 PM Mon-Sat
ITHE

located in downtown Harrisonburg
Park in the Water St. parking deck, and
entsr across the Palmer House Bridge! 433-8181

12

NMK-4

That's right ... STEREO TYPES, Your Hi-Fi/Video People, is having a SOCIAL SECURITY CUD
SALE, now through Sat, Oct. 3. lust match the
last 5 digits of your Social Security number with
the last 5 digits of the serial number on any
home audio or video component and it's yours,
ABSOLUTELY FREE! Or match the last 2 digits of
your Social Security number with the last 2 digits of any serial number and get 10% off any
home audio or video component on display!
Check out the eligibility rules at each store. And take advantage, too, of these excellent values on a
complete home stero, a complete stereo for your car or a complete video system listed below in
this ad. Don't miss the chance to get a stereo component absolutely free this weekend... at where
else but STEREO TYPES, Your Hi-Fi Video People!

\m

51 Cm* Sawm
Vm*mm CM*
434-3664

/1LPINE«

ALPINE 7217 32 watt AM, f M auto cassette deck?
¥»/ ALPINE 6202 4V' coaiial speakers
SOAQ COMPLETE AUTOMOTIVE SYSTEM!

m
ONLY

AKAU

/~X XX XX XX XX

Ijair mates

PERMING - COLOmMG - SIRAlGHTtNING

381 N.Mason
434-1507
Both in Harrisonburg

<ejjr

HITACHI

COMPLETE PORTABLE HOME VIDEO SYSTEM
HITACHI VT-TV 75 A portable home video recorder
VT 7500 A
Hurry...Only 3 to sell!
AMI VC 30 video camera
Record any 5 programs on any 7 days on any channel or film your
children and view them instantly1
$4 if QQ
List $2949 ONLY 1199

S«M*tt No Difference
HAIRSTYLING FOR MEN - WOMEN - CHILDREN

MAKE HAIR MATES
A FAMILY AFFAIR
NO ArfOirMfNTS
fCCESSARi
785E.MorketSt.
Rolling Hills
Shopping Center
433-8458

£^W l'«mlh« TOf mm* m tutomotitt ittfM1

COMPLETE HOME
STEREO SYSTEM;
Top brand names for the BEST in listening enjoyment1
JVC RS 11 stereo receiver
JVC LA-2nurntable
A
W/OSAWA 101B stereo cartridge
»
B0SE 301 tyrect/Reflectmg loudspeakers
▼
Keg 1714.90
ONLY

599

Your Hi-Fi
Video People
CHARLOTTESVILLE!
Albemarle Square
973-1820

^
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New times proposed
for some classes

THE
SKIP CASTRO BAND
THE CASUALS

OMAR
ft THE HOWLERS
SUNDAY

.

. 4

from 1 01 e P.M.

AT

No Glass

V

Gates
Open

At

11:00

STA
POLAND

contingency account now
totals $4611. according to Ted
Colna, SGA treasurer.
The rejected budget request
from Inter-fraternity Council
and.Panhellenic Council were
added to the 1981-82 contingency account.
"Funds that are not
disbursed through the frontend budgeting process will be
placed in the SGA Contingency Account" and will be
made available to all
recognized organizations on
campus throughout the year,
according to the statement of
criteria for approval and
disbursement of student fees.
The senate meeting concluded Tuesday with the
election of Sajan Thomas as
Cha i rperson-Tem pore.
Junior Debbie C ristensen
was selected as parliamentarian.
SGA advisors for this year
are Dr! Harold McGee. vice
president of student affairs,
and Dr. Douglas Skelley,
professor of political science.

Contemporary

■rtna a Manual lo mil on. and a ptonto ■ you I
in tna avant ot ram, oonoaH

Christian Music

MID WA Y MARKE T
157 Warsaw Avc.

By ANN RICHARDSON
A proposal to begin Tuesday
and Thursday classes on the
hour or half-hour is being
considered by the Commission
on Undergraduate Studies and
the student senate.
If adopted, the rescheduling
of times could occur as early
as next semester. The senate
will first consider the general
attitude of the student body
towards the change before
submitting its view to the
commission.
One advantage of the time
changes is that freshman may
be able to adapt to their
schedules more easily, according to Jenny Bond. SGA
administrative vice president.
The additional five minutes
between
classes
would
lengthen the academic day by
a total of 30 minutes. The last
course would conclude at 6:15
p.m. rather than 5:45 p.m.
With the addition of funds
not allocated last semester
through
the
front-end
budgeting process, the SGA

Saturday

434-7948

Open Nightly Till Midnight
Bud 12 pk.
Busch
-V
Moosehead
Molson
Michelob (reg)
Stroh's 12 pk.
Lite 12 pk.
Old Mill cans reg & light
Mickeys
Tuborg Gold
Ice 20 lbs. w/kegs
Old Mill 71/2 gal. keg
Bud 7V4 gal. keg
Old Mill 15V4 gal. keg
Busch 15% gal. keg
Bud returnables case (24)
National Boh case (24)

».

439
1.99
3.19
2.99
2.59
3.99
4.49
1.89
1.89
1.79
.99
15.95
20.49
25.95
28.95
7.99
4.99

Baby Ruth Bars
19
Dr. Pepper, Sunkist, Mt. Dew 6-16 oz. btls. 1-89
Cigarettes carton
4.89
Pretzels 4 lb. box
3.89
Potato chips 3 lb. box
3.99
Cheese curls 3/4 lb.
139
Ice 10 lbs
.99
Chips reg. 1.09
• .89

Open Nightly Till 12 Midnight

ON POST
CAMPUS DELIVERY
Bruce Kaufman 433-5484
BobNicol 433-5406
Al Cobb 433-5467
\Off Campus Delivery:
Olson Davis 833-4381

IMan & he

Moman
WW 911 S. High St.

434-8*
434-887©

^ •'university
hairstylist
(Behind Luigi's)
433-9533

HAIRCUTS $6.00
CONNII SMITH. OWN!*

i

t

»
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Students patronize
convenience stores
•>

By JILL HOWARD
Local convenience stores
apparently have a large
percentage of JMU students
as customers, according to
area store owners and
managers.
Stop In owner Jim Fewell
said
two-thirds of
his
customers are students. As a
result Stop In sells many
items such as beer, soft drinks
and snacks but does not offer
special prices to students.
Fewell said
Fewell noted that business
does go down during the
summer and on holidays when
many students leave town.
He added that he hires
fewer employees during the
summer as a result of
decreased student business.
"We usually always have
some students working here
during the school year." he
added.
There has been "a whole lot
of shoplifting" but not many
problems with bad chacks at
Stop In. Fewell said.
Jeanette Baugher. manager
of Midway Market, said that
about 80 percent of Midway's
customers are students.
"We like our college kids."
Baugher said. "We do miss
them when they're not here."
She said that three of the
five employees at Midway are
students. Midway does not
offer student discounts but
will stock items that students
specifically ask for. Baugher
noted*.
Midway has expanded
somewhat as a result of
student patronage. Baugher
said
"We keep adding freezers to
keep the beer kegs cold."
she added
Concerning shoplifting and
bad checks. Baugher said that
each occurs occasionally but
"we try to keep our eyes
open" for offenders.
Werner's Market owner
James Werner said students
account for between 45 and 50
percent of his customers. But
Werner "can't see that much
difference" in business when
students leave in summer.
During summer "people move
around more" and business is
supplemented by vacationers,
campers and local customers.
Werne/ said.
"We're really fortunate to
have JMU here." Werner
said. He added that he felt all
local stores benefit from JMU
student
business.
either
directly or indirectly.
Werner said he does not
** offer price reductions to
students, but added that he
stocks snacks and party
supplies primarily for student
customers.
"If you don't cater to them
(students) you're a fool."
Werner said, adding "we're
here for everybody's convenience."
Werner said he had "no
gripes whatsoever" about
student shoppers. Shoplifting
and bad checks occur
sometimes, he added.
Red Front Supermarket
manager Larry Garber and
Seven-Eleven manager Gary
Cron said students-comprise

|5 to 20 percent of their

customers,

Garber said he noticed only
a "slight drop in business
during the . summer, while
Cron said business at SevenEleven "stays pretty stable
throughout the year."
Both managers said they
hire student employees.
Garber said shoplifting and
bad checks aren't much of a
problem at Red Front. But
Seven-Eleven's Cron said that
he loses up to $50 a year as a
result of bad checks.
Cron said shoplifting at
Seven-Eleven was not a large
problem, but added "what
problem there is comes from
students."

Photo by Yo N«g»y»

JMU STUDENTS provide substantial business for local convenience store owners.
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'Announcements
World Food Day
Bread for the World will
have a meeting Oct. 5at6p.m.
in Jackson Hall 3. Act on your
concern for hungry people!
Address questions to Ginnie at
5955 or P.O. 2706.

WISP
JMU WISP will meet every
first Monday of the month at 7
p.m. in the Purple and Gold
Room in Godwin Hall. The
first meeting will be Oct. 5.

WOMEN AT ARCO
The many opportunities
open to women in the energy
and earth resources field are
highlighted in a new service
publication. Women at ARCO.
issued by Atlantic Richfield
Company. A copy is available
free of charge by writing to
the Public Affairs Division.
AP 1677. Atlantic Richfield
Company. 515 S. Flower St..
Los Angeles. Calif. 90071.

Pi Sigma Alpha

Urbana '81

There
will
he v an
organizational meeting of Pi
Sigma Alpha on Oct. 7 at 7
p.m. in Room B, WCC. All
present
and
prospective
members are encouraged to
attend and meet the political
science faculty
at
the
reception 7-7:30 p.m. The
meeting will follow the
reception

Urbana '81, Inter-Varsity's
13th Student Missions Convention, is scheduled Dec. 2731 at the University of IllinoisUrbana. During the event,
students will investigate the
world of missions, also
Christian leaders, including
Billy Graham, will challenge
students to become in world
issues and concerns.

Blood Drive
The Inter-Fraternity and
Panhellenic Councils are
spoasoring the Red Cross
Blood Drive to be held Oct. 7 in
the WCC ballrooms. Sign up in
the Greek office from 10 a.m 2 p.m.. Sept, 28-Oct. 2.

Gospel Series
A 5-week series on "Matthew: The Way for Disciples"
will explore the meaning of
the Gospel. 7 p.m. Thursdays,
Wesley Foundation.

Intramural
Cross Country

Table Tennis

Auditions

" The tahle-lehnis sign up
deadline is Oct 22. 12 pm 'at
thelM Bulletin Board located
lirrnwj from Godwin K12

Basketball
The
Intramural
men's
hasketball
championship
division finals will be played
Oel I at 7 p.m. in Godwin
Gym The men's university
championship game will he
played Oct. 7 at 7 p.m. in
Godwin Gvm

Who's Who

The
Intramural
cross
country sigh up Oct. 5. 12 p.m.
at the IM Bulletin Board
located across from Godwin
Hf2. Meet begias Oct. 5 at 3:30
pm

.

Students interested in applying for Who's Who in
American
Colleges
and
Universities should pick up
application forms in the
Soccer
Associate Dean of Students'
Intramural Soccer team
office. Room 106, Alumnae
rosters are due Oct. 4 at 6 p m
Hall. Applicants must be
in Godwin 344. Play begins
graduating in December, 1981,
May 1982 or August, 1982 and
have already earned at least
ninety credit hours with a
mi
3.0 cumlative grade
A minimum
>i
ty)int average. Applications
must be returned by 5 p.m.
Oct. 2.

NJU YOUR WAY
THROUGH COLLEGE

Opera auditions will be held
Oct. 5 and 7 at 7 p.m. for
lolanthe by Gilbert and
Sullivan in Room 103, Duke
Fine Arts Building. Bring a
song to sing. Address any
questions
to Linda
J
Farquhar at 6646 or John
Little at 6253.

CP&P
Workshop
Career
Planning
and
Placement is offering a twosession workshop on interviews. Oct. 5-7. Session one
will explain the interview
process and how to get ready
for it. Session two will provide
simulated
interview
experience Sign up in advance
for the session dates.

Critiques
Critiques on a walk-in basis
will be offered every Thursday. 9-11:30 a.m. at the office
of Career Planning and
Placement.

\

Football Tickets
Stadium sections-3-7 have
been reserved for JMU
students ifull-timei for home
football games and students
will be required to present a
valid ID to the ticket takers to
gain admission to the
staduim. Student seating will
he on a "first-come, firstserve" basis. Students will
receive their reserved tickets
at no charge by presenting
their IDs at the Athletic Ticket
Office in Godwin Hall. Oct. 5-9
for the Oct. 17 (Parents Day)
game.

Minorities Programs
The Committee on Institutional Cooperation has
established a fellowships
program designed to increase
the
representation
of
memebers of minority groups
among those who hold doctorates in the social sciences,
humanities, natural sciences,
mathematics
and
engineering. Any minority
student who has or will
receive a bachelor's degree by
August 1982 is eligible to apply
for the 1982 competition.
Graduate
students
at
universities other than those
of the CIC may also apply.
Application deadline is Jan.
15. 1982. Anyone desiring
detailed information about the
fellowships program should
write to: CIC Minorities
Fellowships Program, Kirkwood Hall in, Indiana
University.
Bloomington,
Indiana 47405.

Bull your way through college with a six-pak of Schlitz Malt
Liquor. The great change-of-pace drink with a taste that has
it all over beer. Perfect when you want something to go with
special t'""- .'—~*er the party, before the party, and, of
COU.VJ, during the party.
Eut whatever you do this semester, do it with
Schlitz Malt Liquor. Because when it comes to great
taste, we've always made the grade.

SCHLITZ MALT UOUOR.
DON T SAY BEER SAY BULL!
B 1979 Jos ScMit/Brewing Co MilwaukM«nd(Mhe'4rMtcitie&

A short non-denominational
service of prayer, sermon,
and discussion will be held
every Sunday at 4 p.m. in the
Religious Center in Converse.
It is sponsored by Disciples.
Everyone is welcome.

DISCIPLES
Disciples is a Christian
paper written by students and
faculty for students and
faculty concerned
about
peace, justice and the
meaning of discipleship in our
society. If you would like to
write for Disciples or want
more
information.
call
Richard MacMaster at 6152 or
write to Mary Lou King at box
1584

Absentee Ballot
Anyone wishing to vote in
the November elections but
not voting at home, may pick
up an absentee ballot application in the SGA office.
Anyone who is a registered
voter in Virginia is eligible.
For details, stop be the SGA
office or call 6376.

Visiting Scholars
The
Visiting
Scholars
program will present William
J Bennett, president and
director of the National
Humanities Center Oct. 2 at 11
a.m.
in
Anthony -Seeger
auditorium. His topic will be
"Who was James Madison
that We Should Name a
University after Him?"

Announcement Deadline
Dod Distributing C6., Inc.
Verona, VA

All announcements should be typed double-spaced and
brought to The Breeie announcement box in the basement
of Wine-Price. Please specify in what issue dates the
announcement should run. The deadline for announcements in the Thursday issue is 5 p.m. Monday and
for the Monday issue is 5 p.m. Friday. Announcements
will not be accepted by phone.
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A&P
BuschBeer $1.79
Pepsi $1.09 w/Deposit
Totinos Pizzas 12 oz. $.99
Wise Snacks $.89
Nabisco Saltines 16 oz. $.79
Old Carolina Bacon $.99 lb.

To* mm t*m on mm. mvjg. >****»*
HatVLUrtrq

Combination Pork Chop $1.59
per lb.
Lean Ground Chuck $1.89 per lb.
Whole Bottom Rounds $1.69
per lb.
[Bottom Round Steak $2.29
per lb.
Chicken Legs 5 lbs. or more $.79
per lb.
|Bone In N Y Strip Steak $3.79
per lb.

REDEEM AT NEW STORE

H rg nov

" * "'

Eastern Red Delicious Apples$.33
per lb.
5 lb. bag Baking Potatoes $1.48
Family Pack Tomatoes $1.38
Parkay M argeri ne lb. $.59
Mel O Bit Cheese Slices 12 oz.
$1.69
Jane Parker Bread 22 oz. 2/$.99
-

WHERE:
BLUESTONEOFFICE
Space is limited, so sign up today! Get your

1/2 of 1% Milk Low Fat gal. $1,691

creative photo in this years' book.

^MmMmcsw^raowwdMWOoooM^wcowicswwgarececwow

OUNTRY CASUALS
'#

JSKYR
white
cream
gray

Next to A & P

TURTLENECKS

$ 13.99

black
pink
royal blue
orchid
yellow
maroon
powder blue Plum
green
navy
brown also available in prints $ 16.99

USE OUR LAY-A-WAY PLAN
winner of woolrich mountain
parka in drawing Jeff Hollis

M-F 9:30 - 6:00
Sat. 9:30 - 9:00

W9oo»»»»a»»9»»>»>»»ataiMgii>>>8n<<ia»iftq>MC8M9tfiiJiiitii8»>»i»0B»i

■UURSTYilNG
54 S. Main Street
Downtown near theatre

SPECIALS!
WES. 4 WED.

Thurs.
'Wet Day"

PERMS
(Reg. from $30)
HAIRCUTS
(Reg. 17)

$25

COLORINGTROSTING'MANICURING
WAXING - FACIALS
Elaine Shenk 8* Cheryl Senger

CALL 4334600

,
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Roadduchs boogie in Center Attic tonight
By LORI BETH REUBUSH
James Madison Universjty
will be hit with a dose of
southern boogie tonight when
The Roadducks, a northern
Virginia band, perform at The
Center Attic. The show begins
at 8:30 and costs $1.50.
The Roadducks have been
together for six years. They
were the first band to play in
>ne of Harrisonburg's best
)laces to hear good music,
""he Elbow Room, in 1975.
When the band first formed,
they played music with more
vocal harmonies (such as
Crosby. Stills, Nash and
Young tunes) than the tunes
they perform now. The
group's
drummer,
Jay
Nedrey
explained,
"We
started with a little bit more
tasteful music, but when
people go to a bar they want to
get crazy."
According to Nedry, they

had two choices: Led Zeppelin
or Lynyrd Skynyrd. They
chose southern rock and have
been at it ever since.
The group plays both cover
songs and originals. "The
direction we're moving in now
is our own stuff." Nedry said
in a recent phone interview.
He thinks that is the logical
direction for anyone that
wants to make music a
career.
Already, the band has one
single released: "I Like My
Budweiser Beer." The song is
a party tune: that is the image
the band is trying to relate.
They will be spending the
month of February in the
studio, cutting their first LP.
The.Roadducks are: John
Buder on the keyboards, Mark
Chandler doing the bass,
playing lead guitar and
singing is Bob Gaynor, Jay
Nedry on drums and the lead
guitarist is Bill Schmidle.

cArts && People

Last Chance Jam

A full day of music
By BRYAN POWELL
Sunday's "Last Chance Jam" at
Augusta Expoland in Fisherville
should be an exciting afternoon of
rock and roll.
Topping the bill is Charlottesville's
Skip Castro Band, a very popular
group in this region whose name is
becoming more familiar up and down
the East coast. This month, for
example, the band will perform in
Atlanta, Philadelphia, and New York
City, as well as its usual area dates.

Featuring the flambouyant Danny
Bierne on keyboards. Bo Randall on
guitar. Charlie Pastorfield on bass
and Corky Schoonover on drums, the
Skip Castro Band has been together
for over three years. This past
Christmas, they released their first
recording, a five song EP entitled
Boogie At Midnight. This winter they
plan to release a full LP, both
recordings being on their own Midnight Records label.

ALSO HAILING from Charlottesville, The Casuals, featuring
Johnny Sportcoat on lead vocals, offer
a slightly different musical blend than
Skip Castro. While Skip Castro relies
heavily on their R&B" roots and
.<• original material, The Casuals slant is
more toward newer forms. Performers like Graham Parker and The
Rumour, Elvis Costello, Nick Lowe
and Dave Edmunds supply the band
with most of their material. In ad-

dition, the band has just recently
begun working their original material
into their show.
In addition to Johnny Sportcoat
(Bob Girard), The Casuals include
Bryan Yates on lead guitar, Dennis
Guinan on rhythm guitar and
keyboards, Dan Sebring on bass and
Gibby Dammann on drums. The band
has been together slightly over two
years.
Omar and The Howlers, from
Austin. Texas, play blues and R&B in
a similar vein to the Fabulous
Thunderbirds and the Nighthawks.
They have been working as a unit for
approximately five years.Last year
they released an LP, Big Leg Beat, on
the
Texas-based,
independent
Amazing Records label. In addition,
they have played this area before, at
The Other Place as well as some
fraternities at The University of
Virginia. Kent Dykes (Omar) is the
leader, carrying vocal, harmonica,
and lead guitar duties with flair.
Supporting Dykes are Gerry Felton on
rhythm guitar, Bruce Jones on bass,
Richard Price on tenor sax and harp,
and Wes Starr on drums and percussion.
Sunday's show will be outdoors; in
the event of rain, it will be moved
indoors. The show will run from one to
six p.m., with doors opening at 11 a.m.
Tickets, which are $5 in advance and
$6 the day of the show, can be purchased at Blue Mountain Records.

The Skip Castro Band from
Charlottesville will be headlining the
Last Chance Jam this Sunday at
Augusta Expoland. Pictured here is
Bo Randall (left) and Danny Bierne in
a recent Center Attic performance of

.
•
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Squeeze
By BARBARA HALL
If musical superlatives
were given out. Squeeze would
take the title of most
promising band of the year.
With their auspicious creation
East Side Story, this group
has set out to prove that music
can be sophisticated even
when it is, as Nick Lowe would
say. pure pop. Squeeze boasts
its talent with a bang not a
whimper, turning the purest
of pop into a dynamic montage of adolescent genius.
Squeeze-is the proverbial
teacher's pet: an image so
good and clean that it can only
be camouflaging an unfaltering ego. While this
album dangles thrilling treats
in front of you. something is
burning in the back of the
oven. There is trouble, if you
will, in Riviera city.
Jake Riviera, that is. The
ex-manager for Squeeze
seems to have snatched away
:the keyboard player Paul
Carrack in mid-air. Carrack
recently left the group to join
Carlene Carter's back-up
band, the CC Riders. Riviera
is the manager for Carter, and
seems pleased with Carrack's
decision to join his forces.
With good reason: Carracck's
stellar performances on East
Side Story give an exciting
twist to songs like "Tempted." their popular single on
which Carrack also sings. The
playful sound of his paino
sparks
magic
into
"Picadilly," and adds an
energetic rockabilly swing to

'East Side Story '
"Messed Around." Ugly but
true, the keyboards are
probably one of the strongest
legs that East Side Story
stands on
All may not be lost.
Guitarist and songwriter
Chris Difford and' Glenn
Tilbrook have enough talent to
give the group a fighting
chance. If Riviera is to be
believed, they are the backbone of the group.
"Squeeze is a vehicle for
Chris and Glenn's music." so
he grumbles. "And they don't
look after people."
Squeeze has the potential to
be another great band down
the drain because of its internal dissentions. One of the

20 iwb

|K

songs on the album was
produced by Dave Edmunds.
Dave Edmunds is another
example of one who pulled out
at the apex of a promising
band's career.
Rockpile
crumbled just when its fans
were ready for seconds of
more pleasure. Could this be
contagious?
In spite of all of the bad
involved. Squeeze has proven
that they can do worlds of
good. It would be a shame to
have to take this musical hope
to the junkyard. This one is
worth holding on to. Time will
tell if the makers of East Side
Story will turn out to be just
the same old story.

SMetraefe
There will be a planetarium program in WELLS
»LANETARIUM in Miller Hall at 7 p.m. and 8
p.m. tonight The program, "Starbound." is about
newly-discovered celestial objects and their influence on new ideas about the universe. The show
will continue every Thursday through October 15.Admision is free.

'20.00

~^~^ Horizon

The Roadducks will be perfoming at THE
CENTER ATTIC, in the Warren Campus Center,
tonight. The show begins at 8:30; admission is
1.50. See article this issue for more information.

Sure w Tan

1106 Reservoir Street, Harrisonburg 434 - 1&12

CHICKEN
SANDWICH

FISH
SANDWICH
&

&

SMALL
DRINK
.99
good thru

m

SPECIAL
LUNCH
COUPONS
M Ctrl* ti

SMALL
DRINK
99^
good thru

433-1531

m

•*i

mtatoam—tw—oi

BEGINNER OR ADVANCEO - COM it about tha same as *
WWW in • U.S. collage: »2,889. Price includes jft round
trip to Soviiie from New York. room, board, and tuition
complete Government grant* and loan* available (or eligible
students
Live with a Spaniah family, attend claim (our hour* a day.
(our day* a w**k. (our month*. Earn 16 hr*. of credit (equivalent to * lemeetert-taught in U.S. collage* over a two

year time (pan). Your Spanish studies will be enhanced by
opportunities not available in a U.S. classroom Standard
lied tests show our students language skill* superior to
students completing two year program* in U.S.
Hurry, it takaa a lot of time to make all arrangements We
depart Jan. 31. and return June 1, 1982. FULLY ACCREDITEO-A program of Trinity Christian College.

SEMESTER IN SPAIN
„

2442 E. Collier S E Grand Rapids, Michigan 49506
{A Program of Trinity Christian College)

CALL TOLL FREE for full information 1-800-253-9008
(In Mich., or if loll free Una inoparatlva call 1-616-942-2S41 collset.)

t»a«»<«ieia*jec«<««ic«

CAJ

teeaeaeeieeaai

CAMPUS
DELIVERY

#ama
EVERY OAYI

and all
you have
to do
is dial.

43-DUKES

Deliveries
•vary 30
minutes
6:00 PM
til 1:00 AM

Pick up a copy of our NEW DELIVERY MENU...
and while you're at it, get a copy of our WEEKLY
SPECIALS POSTER... that way you'll know what's
happening at J.M.'s every night!
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Repulsion'

Polanski's first riddled with symbolism
By TIM CUMMINGS
Roman Polanski's first film
with an englishscript,
Kepulsion. was showfWfanday
night
in
Grafton-Stovall
Theatre. It is a psychological
study of Carol (Catherine
Deneuvei. a French working
girl who is repulsed by sex.
The reasons for her
disturbance are never made
clear, but that is not the focus
of the picture. Through
Carol's actions. Polanski
describes the deterioration of

her mental stability.
At the outset. Carol's
neurotic tendencies are subtly
•conveyed^ • > She
appears
detached: her responses to
others are delayed as she
stares into space. Riding the
elevator to her flat. Carol
violently gnaws at her
fingernails.
The progression of events
sees her condition worsen.
The persistence of her suitor
and the presence of her
sister's lover cause the

BBBBBMBBBBB—BBBM

Shoney's Feature Value

Half O Pound
Dinner

severity of her nervous habits
to increase.
Left alone while her sister
vacatioas. Carol's neuroses
develop into
full-fledged
psychoses. The hallucinations
become more vivid and

present for nearly the
duration of the film as a
perverse symbol of the
product of the very act Carol
loathes.
Outside Carol's window is
another reoccuring symbol:

terrifying. Huge eracks rip
open in the wall. Her touch
leaves a deep impression in
the putty-like plaster. Finally,
the distortion of the walls is
complete
when
Carol
imagines arms reaching out
at her. Seen through the
subjective camera, these
sequences
convince
the
audience of her derangement.

the convent. The laughter of
the nuns (women who have
intentionally repressed their
sexuality) carries into her
flat. Carol's sexuality is
repressed by pschological
forces beyond her control. The
anticipation and genuine fear
she experiences as her rape
fantasies begin reveal both
her disgust and fascination
with sex. Carol's ambivalence
for sex accounts for her
unhappiness.
As in his more recent film,
Chinatown. Polanski skillfully
employs
foreshadowing.
When Carol meets her suitor
in the London streets, they
accidently bump heads. She
later kills him by brutally
crushing his skull with a
candlestick. The landlord is

POLANSKI
IMPLIES
symbolism behind the symptoms of Carol's dementia. He
does not hesitate to borrow
from artists in his and other
arts. The skinned, uncooked
rabbit is reminiscent of
Hemingway's description of a
still-born infant in A Farewell
to Arms. The carcass is

$

slashed
in the* throat,
foreshadowed by Carol's
decapitation of the rabbit
carcass. Fittingly, the landlord seems to provoke the
attack not only with his
blatant seduction but because
he has just disposed of the
decaying carcass.
Repulsion
is
carefully
planned
and
precisely
executed.
It asks few
questions and answers even
less: Polanski spends little
effort on explanation. The
individual
scenes
are
masterful, but the movie as a
whole is lacking. The film's
value is that it demonstrates
Polanski's ability to create a
film that is cinematically
sound though not necessarily
good entertainment.
THIS WEEK'S free Sunday
night movie is Marcel Carre's
French romance. Children of
Paradise, it begins at 7 p.m. in
Grafton-Stovall
Theatre.
Tonight, the Academy Awardwinning musical. West Side
Story, will be shown in
Grafton-Stovall at regular
University Program Board
prices.
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Big on taste...Big on value!

Have something special to say?
Buy a Breeze personal and
Rim m KWUWA WIMMWIlJ «•«<*

*
*f

*

• A full half-pound of ground beef patty topped
with golden onion rings.

get your message across

• Served with French fries (or baked potato
5-10pm).
• Toasted Grecian bread.
• SHONEY'S ALL-YOU-CAN-EAT SOUP &
SALAD BAR!

*
*
*
*

*•* *****•*•***••*•**•*•••*****•****•** ****•*••**•*

Thank you lor coming to...

SHONEYS
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FRIDAY SPECIALS

SchwrtrmUlbur

/

| Life time warranty
Reg 254.95
11 year free adjustments Now 204 95
| $50 off with this coupon

MARK'S BIKE

10t4 S. COLLEGE AVE HAPRISONBURQ. VA

BICYCLES-MOPEDS
SALES AND SERVICE

V.

:•:•
:•:•

THE PEDAL PEOPLE THE PEDAL PEOPLE

454-5151
::::

Old Mill $2.09
SPECIAL CASE PRICES
Michelob $2.59
Wedeman's Beer $1.69 ON ALL BEER
Nat'lBoh $5.99 (acase)
Coke 8pk. $1.09
Canada Dry $1.69 6pk.
Mixed Nuts $2.99
Pens 4/ $1.00
Free coffee midnight to 5am
Checks, Food Stamps, Coupons WELCOME
Port Republic Road open 24 hrs. 434-8805
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UPCOMING
EVENTS*

UNIVERSITY
PROGRAM
BCKRD

W*%*°M
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WEST SIDE STORY

I

STARRING
Natalie Wood & Richard Beymer

October 2,3

7:00 & 10:00
G/S Theater
$1.25 w/ID

■■"■■

!§

7-30 & 10:00
G/S Theater

V.

I

.«te4

.V

Throughout hwtory«» h«irfiU<»dth*
hearts of men witb fefftif, «** -***
heart* of wonwo withi^rf.
»

1

•JP

?)M Renter $ttk

Jim Corr & Friends

I

October 8

8:00 pm

1
1

WCC Ballroom

A UNIVERSAL PKTI.'RR • PANAVWION •

Octi ober 6,7

730, 10KX)

!.«**■

G/S Theater

•x

|
%.''■«*- '

R0ABBUCXS

1
:-::

X*

CENTER ATTIC

:j::

October 1

I

8:30

$ 1.50
WCC Ballroom

|
v.
:*

\>«

s
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Maynard Ferguson Tickets go on sale Oct. 5 $ 5.50 General Admission
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Sports
Biathalon
Event attracts 90 participants
By-KENNY SOTHORON
On Tuesday an estimated 90 persons participated in the 2nd Annual Biathalori held at
James Madison University.
The biathalon. which was sponsored by the
JMU women's swimming and diving teams
was a success, according to Rose Ann Benson,
women's swimming coach.
"We just wanted to let everyone know that
the women's swim team was around and
, kicking." said Benson.
The biathalon. which was open to anyone of
any age from Harrisonburg and JMU, consisted of a two-mile cross country run and then
a 500-yard (20 pool lengths) swim.
The cross country course started on the
sidewalk behind Godwin Hall and wound
around campus ending inside Godwin at the
edge of the swimming pool.
The ages of participants in the Biathalon
ranged from 11 years old to 50 years old.
Tomas Perez, a
12-year-old
from
Harrisonburg city and a 7th grader at Thomas
i Harrison Jr. High School was one of the
youngest competitors.
\
Perez's mother told him and his brother
about the event so they decided to enter. Both
Perez's are members of the Harrisonburg City
swim team.
"The race was a lot harder than I thought,"
said Perez. "I was dead after running but I had
to jump in the water and swim.
Several teachers from JMU also competed in
the event. Dr. Rex Fuller, head of the communication arts department. Dr. Peter Nielson
of the biology department. Dr. Paul Cline of
the political science department, and David
Emmerling. a counselor in the student
development center were all participants.
"This is my first year in the event and I
competed because I work with the swim team

and I really enjoy swimming and running,"
said Emmerling.
Dr. Cline, one of the senior members in the
competition said. "This is my second year and I
really enjoy it. I'm not out here to win, I just
want to finish."
The biathalon was composed of two events.
The Iron Man Entry in which the individual did
both the running and swimming and a new
event this year, tag team.
Both events occurred simultaneously and
were divided into three heats; fast medium
and slow. Each heat started 15 minutes apart.
The Iron* Man Entry was divided into 10
brackets. Male and female high school age and
under, male and female college age, male and
female 22-30 years old, male and female 31-50
years old, and male and female 50 years and
over.
The winner of the male high school age and
under was 15 year old Jeff Fuller. Steve
Huffman and Fred Jolly tied in the male
college age bracket. Huffman, a member of
the men's cross country team out-distanced
Jolly to the pool but Jolly, a member of the
JMU water polo team, caught Huffman in the
swimming part to tie.
The male winner for 22-30 year olds was Jack
Brooks. Dennis Herr won the 31-50 years old
group. There were no participants over 50 in
the event.
There were only two winners in the female
brackets. Sue Ryback. a sophomore and a
member of the women's swim team won the
college age bracket. "The race was much
tougher this year than last because they
changed the swimming part from 200 to 500
yards It took some work," said Rybak.
The other female winner fell into the 30 years
old and above group and that was Coach
Benson.

mot* by can Ctttnutii

DR. PETER NIELSON, (left) of the JMU Biology Department
and Pat Veltman. a senior here, near the two-mile segment ofthe 2nd Annual Biathalon sponsored by the women's swim
team.

Dukes must contain Heisman candidate;
9
Redden may be 'best back ever faced
"It appears on film that he is the best running
back we've ever faced." —coach Challace McMillin.

Duke$ rYJ*W Spiders

By RICHARD AMACHER
Barry Redden is his name, and James Madison
University will have to stop him Saturday if it is
going to have any chance of beating the University
of Richmond.
Touted as a Heisman Trophy-candidate before
the season. Redden has lived up to his billing.
In four games this season. Redden, who gets the
ball 85 percent of the time, has rushed for 610 yards
and is averaging five yards a carry. He gained that
yardage against quality opponents that included,
Virginia Tech (3-0) Arkansas State University (2-1)
and last week Southern Mississippi University (40). whom he trampled for 118 yards on 20 carries.
But he was slightly injured against Southern
Mississipi and probably will not start against JMU.
That does not mean he will not play. If the Spiders
need him—and they most likely will—Redden is
available.
"He ran at half speed in practice Tuesday," said
Richmond coach Dal Shealy. "Hopefully he will be
I practicing some more today (Wednesday)."
Shealy said that he makes his final decisions as to
who will start on Wednesday.
Senior fullback Reggie Evans will start if Redden
does not.
McMillin described Redden as a player who gets
the ball on three isolation plays and does nothing
fancy. Redden gets the ball on an isolation to the
inside, on a toss sweep and on a sprint draw, ac>

*MCO*

cording to McMillin.
Redden is not Richmond's only injured player.
The Spiders' senior quarterback Steve Krainock
suffered a separated shoulder two weeks ago, but
Shealy said he took a few snaps in practice
Tuesday.
Before being injured Krainock had passed for 503
yards and five touchdowns.
An optimistic note for the Dukes was a comment
made by Shealy. "There is an outside possibility

that both (Redden and Krainock) will play," he
said.
Unfortunately the chance that both will play is
probably greater than Shealy will admit.
Freshman Napoleon DuBois filled in for Krainock
against Southern Mississippi and completed six of
15 passes for 116 yards and a touchdown.
In addition to the Spiders' injured backfield, the
offensive line will be playing tender Shealy said.
Both of Richmond's starting tackles sustained
injuries earlier this year, therefore inexperienced
players man these positions.
Shealy also noted that both of his starting guards
are playing hurt.
"Our players really need to regroup after the
effort they put forth against Southern Mississippi,"
Shealy said.
Richmond's preparation for JMU has been different, according to Shealy because the Spiders
have not faced a wide-tackle-six defensive align.ment this season. "We will have to make blocking
adjustments," he said.
In contrast to the new defensive look JMU will
give, the Dukes' offense is very similiar to that of
Southern Mississippi's Shealy said.
"We will have to concentrate on their sprint draw
and play action passes," said Shealy.
Richmond represents the second of five Division
I-A schools on the Dukes' schedule this season.
"They present quite a challenge for us," McMillin
said. "They've got a good football team and they
are well coached."
And for the Dukes to have a chance of beating
Richmond, McMillin said, "We have to perform as
well as we are capable of performing."
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UVa. hands Duchesses first loss;
7-2 defeat drops record to 3-1
By IAN KATZ
The University of Virginia
snapped James Madison
University's
undefeated
streak at three Tuesday when
the Lady Cavaliers defeated
the Duchesses.
7-2
in
Charlottesville.
The victory marked the
second consecutive year that
Virginia
defeated
the
Duchesses by the decisive 7-2
score. In the long series
between the two, JMU has
won only in 1979.
The 3-1 Duchesses were
eliminated after the six
singles matches. Only Lee
Custer at number five was
victorious before doubles play
started.
At the first singles spot.
Shelly- Stillman of Virginia
defeated Kathy Holleran of
JMU, 6-4. 6-4.
Stillman,
however, fared better than the
Duchesses'
number
two
player. Susie Peeling.
Peeling was defeated, 6-0. 60 by Virginia's strong Sherrie
Sime.
At number three singles, the
Lady Cavaliers' Tracy Foster
was victorious over JMU's
Elizabeth MacDougall, 6-2, 60.
Jane Rogers. Virginia's
fourth player, defeated the
Duchesses' Karen Walters. 61.6-4.
Custer. playing number five
for JMU. was the visiting
team's only singles victor,
beating Tiemey Smail. 6-1, 63.
If the Duchesses had
managed one more singles
win. they would have had a
chance of defeating the Lady
Cavaliers going into the three
doubles matches.

Virginia's Connie Hallquist.
playing number six. was
victorious in her match
against JMU's Allison Powell,
however. 6-1,6-1, rounding out
the clinching five victories for
the Lady Cavaliers.
At number one doubles.
Virginia's Foster and Stillman
handled Holleran and Peeling
in a close three set match. 2-6.
7-5. 6-2.
Sime and Carola Hertle.a
Lady Cavalier not even listed
on Virginia's roster, were

victors over MacDougall and
Custer. 6-2. 6-4. in the number
two doubles match.
JMU earned its second
victory when Powell and
Walters edged out the Lady
Cavaliers' Smail and Rogers.
5-7.6-4. 6-1 in the final doubles
match of the day
This weekend. JMU will
travel to New Paltz. New York
for the Eastern Collegiate
Championships. Last year,
the Duchesses placed seventh
of the 36 competing teams.

Regal Beagles capture
women's basketball title
By STEVE NORTH
With an offense centered around good team play, the Regal
Beagles captured this year's Women's. Intramural Basketball
title.
The Regal Beagles defeated the Budget Cuts 30-11 in Monday
night's championship contest.
The Regal Beagles reached the championship round with wins
over Wayland. Chappelear. and Converse. The Budget Cuts entered the title game after posting wins over Eleanor's Kids and
the Schlogettes.
Early in the first half, the Regal Beagles jumped out to a 12-6
lead behind the team-oriented style of play that carried them thru
the regular season undefeated. "We just play good team ball, we
don't have any outstanding individuals." said team captain
Angela Hylton.
"I was a bit worried early in the game, but after* while we just
took off from them," (Budget Cuts) said Hylton A 19-5 spurt
sewed up the game for the Regal Beagles.
The Regal Beagles' team is compiled mostly of the same
players who played on last year's champion, Eagle Hall.
"Having basically the same girls together again this year
helped us." remarked Hylton. Hylton added, "we just had an
outstanding team."
The members of the Regal Beagles are: Angela Hylton, captain: Ann Cowperthwaite. Susan Belsha. Barbara Murphy, Kerri
Tinsley. Beth Lippard. Suzanne Martin, and Beth Ann Wood.

INDIAN CORN
MA MY OTHER FAIL,
HOLIDAY DECORATIONS

FLOWERS-co,WA«8. i
COT FLOWERS & ARRANGEMENTS FREE LOCAL DELIVERY

ZOtS S MAIN

04 /tV B-S-SD
■sun- tZ^S

SPORTSMANS DEN
Handcuff (bike locks) 4.95
Knapsacks 3.25 - 6.60
Winebags 3.82
Plastic beverage containers 1.02 -5.10
Belt buckles 3.40 up
Handwarmers .85 up
Nylon poncho - 2.10 up
Knives 2.98 up
/
Web belts 1.60 - 1.79
Ski gloves 3.60 - 3.75

5193 S Main St
across from Pizza Inn 433-0566

Book Fair

A

Saturday Oct.3 (9 am - 5 pm) Green
Valley Auction Barn — 2 miles east of ML Crawford, Va.
1-81. Exit SI. Signs Posted. One of oar Finest selections
of Old Books and Old Magazines ever! Large lots of
Books on Economics, Banking, History of Money etc;
Lot of Virginiana. Americana, Civil War Railroading
Early Travel, Books from 1700's etc. etc. We'll also have
our new book shelves restocked. Plan now to attend.
You'll Be Glad You Did! For more information call 434—
8849.

Colonial House
of

Hairstyling

STEREO 104
GOOD TIME
ROCK *Nf ROLL

Lynne Currin Specials
*

$40 perm now $25
$7 cut now $5
ends Oct. 17
vr*

Call 433-1588
1433 South Afiin Stnet

Within Walking Distance
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Greyhounds' attack may teach
struggling soccer team a lesson
By DANNY KINNKCiAN
When the James Madison University soccer,
team takes the field Thursday against Loyola
College, coach Bob Vanderwarker hopes his
team can learn something from the
Greyhounds.
Vanderwarker calls Loyola."the team with
the most potential in the Mid-Atlantic Region
in three years." That potential seems to be
forming into a very strong soccer team.
Ijoyola is currently 5-1 against highly
competitive opponents. The Greyhounds offensive strategy, playing the ball wide and
then moving it inside, is similiar to the one the
Dukes have been trying to master.
The Greyhounds have been more successful
with the wide offense than the Dukes, who have
not scored in their last two matches. "If we pay
attention Thursday, maybe we can learn
something." Vanderwarker said.
"It takes a long time to develop an offense,
and we just haven't had that time yet." he said.
"You can put together a defense in three
weeks, but an offense is tougher. You have to
know each other's moves: to know what the
other man is going to do. We don't have that
yet "
The Loyola offense is not only good (tight
goals in one game this season) it is also young.

Its striker, is freshman Tom Rafferty. who was
one of the most recruited players in the east1
last year.
"Rafferty scores goals with either foot. With
his head, he sets goals up. He makes plays, he
makes good runs, he's all over the field." said
an impressed Vanderwarker
Senior back Mike Isaacs will be the man
assigned the job of marking Rafferty.
The Callinnan brothers. Clark and Craig,
patrol the Greyhounds midfield. Both brothers
are 6-foot-3 and Vanderwarker says of them,
"If anything they will force us outside because
you cant go through the C-trees. They work
well in a tandem and they can both score."
Loyola is the team of the future in this
region, according to Vanderwarker. Coach Bill
Sento's team has been ranked in the top ten inthe region all year, and are currently eigth.
Loyola's only loss this year came at the
hands of Penn State University, the thirdranked team in the nation.
Despite the Greyhounds' prowess. Vanderwarker remains optimistic. "We match up
well against them. We are going to go out and
play a good game." he said. "We play better
against top teams, they bring out the best in us.
"I'm not saying we're going to win. but we
can compete with anyone in the nation, with
Jim Edwards in the goal. Anyone!"
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GOALKEEPER JIM EDWARDS hat received little offensive
support from his teammates so far this season.
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433-1834

Miller Circle
»

'" Ifyoti think you cotild pick
yotiroecr with your eyes closed,
herefcyotir chance.
PnWtrJol«l«tAkhr

Kow do Scklta, fcsdweteer
and MHkr compare on taatc?
That's for you to decide Simply rate
each beer from 1 to 10 on the Savor
characteristics below When you're
finished try to guess the brands by name
Very, very few people can do this

Im 3 cu pui ttlli MM

$

1
i
i

ft

'«*-«•'

Do.itto.ta*. of iW
Ves AH beers have changed over the
years. One example is Schbtz Iwo years
ago a master brewer named Frank
Selknger came to Schlitz He came to be
president And to brew a Schlitt that was
smoother than any other beer Tasle that
beer for yourself Because taste Is what its
al about

Al three major premium beers arc
distinctly different in taste After all. Ihey re
made by dtferent brewers using diflereni
ingredients and differ?ni b/ev/rng
processes Still, it takes a pretty educated
tongue to tell them apart
VM

mar tot wta, b«t yo« caa't

The best bear n •

10

This lest requires a btindjbld Thais
so your eyes won't influence your mouth
Because laste is all that counts - in ihe
lest.and in a beer Here's how the test
works Irtou pour Schlrtz. Bud and Miller
tnto identical glasses Have a friend label
them I ? and 3 and switch them around
Now. tasle The one you pick may not be
your beer, bul rts ihe beer wiih the laste
you want
See'' YLHI can t lose
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%
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Wka* Mhal taeat To-'r. taatfatf?
Maybe beer tastes so good because
you're ready lasting each sip more than
once First. Ihe frvety. refreshing character
of beer comes from Ihe aroma and
flavor of ihe hops Next, as you
swallow, you sense the richness—the body —thai barley
^ mall adds FrnaBy the flnhh
• ^^ Now the balance of tastes
l
becomes clear No one taste
l
should intrude Jn your total
»«*
beer enjoymeul

if

»i

PlKe been nunters on Men KM fc wn I to 10
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Go fin it!
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DOD DISTRIBUTING
VERONA. VA
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with this ad. SKATE for only 2JOO
SKATES INCLUDED any Thursday
7:30-10:00 PM
expires 11-81
ttMoeeeeooce;

WERNER'S
Party Package Store
915 S High Street
(WVPT - TV Port Road , turn Ri£ht,
2 stop lights -Left on S High Street)
Old Mill Longnecks ( 24 ) $6.99
Old Mill 6pk. $1.89
"BULL" Malt Liquor 6 pk. $2.19
"BULL" Malt Liquor 12 pk. $3.99
Schlitz Prem. "Go for Schlitz" $2.19
Molson Ale & Beer $2.99

*• FREE ICE ON ALL**]
12pks.
Old Mill Vi kegs $15.95 FREE ICE
Old Mill "BULL" Schlitz V* kegs $25.95

♦FREE ICE ON ALL KEGS*.
Ice 20 lbs. special $1.69
Milk 1 gal. jug $2.09
Orange Juice 100% fresh 1 qt $.99
Eggs 'Extra Large' 1 doz. $.89
Potatoes No. 1 10 lb. bag $1.29
Bacon 1 lb. pk. $1.19
Hot & Cold Sandwiches
■ Newspapers - Snacks
naaaanaai
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by Garry Trudeau

DOONESBURY

Classifieds
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For Sale

CAlUNGONUNF

W0.

FOR SALE: IBM Selgctric
Typewrit,-,
tfrfttabhv j- ••
includes I dozen ribbons and
changeable element.
Ex- ^
cellent Condition. Let us type
your term papers, after
ending into IBM Electronic
comes out error free. We type
letters, manuscripts,
dissertations Xerox copies
and notery service. Call: The
Public Stenographer 433-9212.
^^
fill Virginia National Bank.

w

vumtrs umitmUNSWN,
^OUej&F tmtUlTteMlffW

FOR SALE: New Red Blazer
Moped. 200 miles. 2 speed
automatic transmission. 125
mpg. no license, insurance,
helmet need to get you around
campus and twon at 30 mph
Local Service available. 4338233 after 6 $525.00 cost $800
new.
"**

FOR SALE: Electronic
earring and pin. Hot. red
Love Lite comes complete
with
a
mini-battery.
Guaranteed to lite up your nite
life. Send $6.00 for one or
$10.00 for two to: TRADING.
Box 1007-A. Warwick. R.I.
02888.
FOR SALE
Phoenix Kayak. Kayak and
all accessories. A gee paddle,
life jacket, paddling shirt,
flotation bags, helmet. Ask for
Bob 434-0845 $300 firm.

Wanted
JOBS ON SHIPS! American,
Foriegn.
No experience
required. Excellent pay.
Worldwide travel. Summer
job or career. Send $3.00 for
information. SEAFAfc Dept.
G-16 Box 2049. Port Angeles.
Washington 98362.
WANTED: A rare type. A
student desirng to be a servant and a part of a servant
community. Call demanding.
Answer rewarding. For information attend
Trinity
Presbyterian Church 9:30
Sunday morning.

1 sneer

TOPINYOURPROB-

\ ^^UMSONUS.

MUSimt* mi.SK,0KBITS
HOW CAN AN TRUETHFMARK5T/S
milt COmH- MAPFUPOFMANY
TTYOFIMFS- a&fmTW&H'
BlAUYSffAK
WRSBFON
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mismm!
H0UIARBY0U,
OP90Y?
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NERVOUS.
JITTER/.
OUT OF
SOFTS.

V0C5.

mi.mismej.t&jvsT
CANTFI6URE yOU OUT! HERE
YOU HAVE THE MOST SYMPATHETIC PPMINtSTRAJlON IN
DECADESANP YOU'RE KILLING
/ US!
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AUHEART,
HALL-STREET.
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Stars On Campus

by Pat Butters, Paul Doherty

FEMALE ROOMMATE
WANTED:
Beautiful
3
bedroom house 2 blocks from
JMU. $117.00 per month plus
one third utilities. 262 W. View
St. Leave message in P.O. Box
587.

Services
CUSTOM
matting
and
framing. Museum mounting.
French matting. Art and
frame
restoration.
Reasonable prices. Pickup
and delivery. 433-8766
SPOTSWOOD
SERVICES:
Steam Cleaners is offering a
10 percent discount to all
faculty members off of our
already low prices. Any living
room, dining room and
hallway steam cleaned for
only $29.95. Call 434-6612
between 8 am and 4 pm for
more details and an appointment.

Personals

v>

POODER: Mornings are the
best! Thanks and I love you.
Kisses and Kisses and
Kisses... Pie.

Morbid Comics
TMEttfc NftTH'rtfr etlTCR
THAN SITTING DOWN TO
WATCH A UTTLB

PRim<* Time...

by Dave McConnell, Scott McClelland

T
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Personals

by Paula Dubill. Barb Schufelt

Campus Quo

WHEN WAS TIIK LAST
TIMK YOU HAD SOMEONE
TO HEAD GOLDILOCKS
AMI TIIK THREE BEARS
TO VOW Then ZTAs new
tuck-in service is for you or
vour lonely friend Call 7486
starting Sun Oct 4 between 7K pm for reservations. Service
starts Oct 5, and run M-Th.
10-12 pm.
JOHN AND ROBBIE: Last
weekend was fun. Love to
boogie with coctails, but
ooolaid just doesn't make it
Please, no more movie tears.
SNL could have been better,
but the coversation was great.
Housekeeping lessons would
be appreciated.
Looking
forward to more good times.
Time to cuddle. Your favorite
Vault Cuties
TIIK SISTERS OF ALPHA
GAMMA DELTA would like to
thank the brothers of Sigma
Pi for the excellent hoe-down
party Friday night! Hope you
all had as good a time as we
did' We'll have to do it again
soon.

PLEDGES
OF
ALPHA
SIGMA TAU: Congratulations
and best of luck during
pledging. We look forward to
having you as sisters! Love.
AST.

FROM THE TOP: The wild
and wooly women of the 8th
floor 'A' ward would like to
wish Boomer. Bulie Head and
the Lavender Lady a very
Happy Birthday.

BOOMRERS: P.B., B.J., JR..
Dwight. Bob. Pete, and Kurt.
Good luck in the tournament.
From: Your fans in the
stands P.S. We love your new
uniforms.
,

ARZNOVA AND THE BOW
TONES: presented to you by
the Brothers of Sigma Nu.
Two great bands for one <tow
price this Friday in the
Ballroom at the WUU. Tickets
available all week in the P.O
lobby and at the Sigma Nu
house, for only $2.00. Hard
rock at its Best!

PANAMA
RED
TIDE:
Congratulations Pepe. Wes,
Dutch. Scrapper. Isaiah.
Magic. Whelp. Sicma. and
Duda on a great basketball
season! Better luck next year.
B.C.

T. HOYS DIZZY DOZEN:
Slumber Services had a slow
and mellow weekend but I
guess Mick Jagger is reason
enough. Stones, the bet. and
our respectable lifestyle are
all over and we are ready to
rage Get ready for the
weekend at the cottage. P & S.

TO THE BROTHERS OF
LAMBA CHI ALPHA: Thank
you very much for your
support Saturday at the dance
marathon. We accomplished a
lot and had fun doing it! We
look forward to working and
partying with you again in the
near future! The Sisters of
Alpha Gamma Delta.

KNOW A FRIEND WHO'S
HOME ALONE? Then do him
a favor...Call 7486 for a ZTA
Tuck-In! Reservations
starting Sun. Oct. 4 and every
night there after between 7-8
pm. Service starts Oct 5. and
runs M-Th, 10-12 pm.

EMI) JR., Happy Birthday!
You're one heck of a guy and I
personally like you more than
a lot Happy Birthday again Love. JMTC

..GENE - YOUR KILLER
was code-named chromosone
Aspirin-flavored yogurt isn't
just for breakfast anymore.
Happy Birthday — Awake
doesn't mean I'm dead

HEY KID: I just wanted to
make sure you are out there
and to let you now the Falcon
is ready to go home. Any
messages for the Princess?
Keep in touch. HAN

YOU CAN SAVE A LIFE:
donate blood in the Red Cross
Blood Drive on Oct. 7 Sign up
in the Greek office this week
from 10:00 to 2:00.

DUNGEONS AND
DRAGONS: Interested in
adventures into worlds of
fantasy? Several parties of
adventurers are forming mow
for expeditions into many
different dungons among
which is a fantastic 100 level
dungeon. Call Bruce Gray,
434-4671 evenings if interested
in role-playing games of all
types.

GIVE THE GIFT OF LIFE:
on October 7.

Suz and Pam: Have a great
weekend. Keep out of the
paperwork.Huffman Hoses:
Looking forward to the happy
hour. I might make it. Barb:
If life had a grade you'd be a
definite. C plus.
Settle
MAX AC: San Francisco
Rock. The Elbow Room.
Friday and Saturday. October
2 and 3.

SETTLE:What would I do
without your insults...maybe
I'd get a B instead of a C. Well,
that's what I get for pulling an
all-nighter not
looking
forward to the next one! Barb

GRATEFUL DEAD
Augusta Expoland is the
place to be this Sunday. Good
tunes, good times.

FOSTER DOG:Thanks for
my first tattoo. Don't worry
about your strips. I get them, I
get them...Barb

Break-On-Thra

To the guy next door with
the sloping floor: Thanx for
answering the phone. Love,
Short person

HKY.N.L.Great score on
your test. I'm really proud of
you. Also I hope you have
finished reading that book in
time. This week may be filled
with full of things. I'm really
looking forward for this
Saturday at Edinburg. Your
Vicious Photographer
BUTTERS: Compliments,
compliments, compliments!
Where would you be without
me!
I still want 20 percent...Barb

TO THE BROTHERS OF
LAMDA CHI ALPHA: We
think you're the greatest!!
Good luck with Rush. Love
and Kisses Kling and Klang.

by Mark Ufa*
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FEATURE YOURSELF
(or a Friend)
in BLUESTONE '82
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We're looking for outstanding
JMU STUDENTS WHO HAVE OR HAVE N<
BEEN RECOGNIZED FOR THEIR SPECIAL
PROJECTS, ABILITIES OR JALENTS
Send
<• s»
' Z^itB?**
name,
box,
phone
and
brief summary of achievements to:

H. Ken Elkins, C.L.U.
Representing Fj

Locally

I INlHtAMCI J

Since 1967
Phone - 828-3373
'Ensure When You Insure »»

Box M- 27 c/o Jill Grant
and be famous!
■
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20/20 Hindsight:
a monthly review
Around the campus
If you live in the Village and do not have a locking suite door, we
hope you have petitioned the housing office in Alumnae Hall to
install a lock. If you have not. do yourself and your suitemates a
favor—request the safety and security of the locks.
Two dorms with suite locks is too few.

"Readers'

Forum

Cartoons lack quality
"o the editor:
This letter is in regard to the
•omic strips which appear in
•ach issue of The Breeze.
They include: Stars on
'ampus. and Break-on-Thru,
ind Morbid Comics.It would be sufficient to say
hat many of us find these
•omic strips very inadequate.
The overall layout of the strips
ooks like it had been thrown
ogether the night before and
ire graphically quite crude
ind unprofessional.
The humor is often in bad
aste, and is sometimes so
ubtle that it is not even funny.
Our suggestion to The
Jreeze is to either improve
he content and the artwork of

these or replace them with
new ones.
After all. we are just as
concerned as you are that The
Breeze upholds the standards

of quality for which it has
previously been accustomed.
Laura Jane YVoolridge
Susan Culbreth
and seven other signatures

Comic is trashy
To the editor:
A white space in The Breeze
would be more acceptable
than Mark Legan's "Breakon-Thru". His not so subtle
humor is trashy and an embarrassment to anyone who
can appreciate good humor.
Webster's
New
World
Dictionary defines humor as
the ability to appreciate or

express what is funny.
Surely,
with
several
thousand people on this
campus there ought to be one
artist-humorist
who
can
create a decent cartoon. How
about it?
Amy Mckenna
Susan Edmonds
and :W other signatures

Asbestos has been eliminated from five buildings on campus,
leaving nine buildings with the hazardous material. The state has
already paid for $293,000 worth of repairs but the total cost is
expected to be about $669<000.
The remaining asbestos will be removed when the funds
become available. But JMU is waiting until the General
Assembly meets in January to request the money.
The project should be done over winter break while fewer
students are on campus Possibly money could be diverted from
other coastruction projects.
There is a latency period of 20 to 35 years between asbestos
exposure and the development of cancer. The material should be
removed before it is too latency.
The Anthony—Seeger Campus School is serving its last year as
a lab school for early chilhood education majors and it seems that
the schools of Business and Communications are gearing up to
fight over the available space.
Both schools can use more available space, but the School of
Education should not be forgotten so soon.
At least part of the school should remain open for at least the
handicapped and gifted programs.
Intramural football has been canceled due to the number of
injuries last year. Most injuries were sprains.
More refeees and rules reducing contact might have helped
reduce the number of injuries. Before dropping the program,
these measures should have been tried.
Chrysalis has its budget cut 40 percent this year, from $5,000 to
$3,000. Chrysalis receives its all of its funding from the School of
Fine Arts and Communication.
The Breeze supplements its income with advertisements; Curio
is self-supporting. Chrysalis can do the same.

Quotes of Note
"Our own projects we're really not discussing until they're
done." —SGA President Lynn Tipton to The Breeze when asked
about new projects for the year. Tipton further explained that
projects and goals may change over the year.
"This chapter (of the Virginia Code) recognizes that the affairs
of government are not intended to be conducted in an atmosphere
of secrecy since at all times the public is to be the beneficiary of
any action taken at any level of government." —the Virginia
Freedom of Information Act.

Misbehavior ruins film

'o the editor:
I would like to express my
ratitude to all those imnatur'e
and
obviously
morant fools who attended
he film "Repulsion", by
toman Polanski. shown at
Jrafton-Stovall. You did an
outstanding job at minimizing
he effects for those few of us,
ilessed with a little more
•erception
and
unlerstanding. who were truly
nterested in the movie.
I hope one of you can answer
his question: What is so
•omical about a human being
vho has gone through the
nost awesome solitude, is
inable to love or be loved, and

in her desperation commits
two murders and secludes
herself within the most
depressing and macabre
environment?
At one point I couldn't help
. but feel naive and prudish for
i being unable to find the humor
in this situation, but soon
these feelings turned into pity
and contempt for those of you
who evidently are unaware of
the fine line between stability
' and insanity, unaware of the
vast number of people who go
around daily burdened with
their feelings of inadequacy.
their distorted sense of
reality, and their fears.
What is the matter with vou

people? Frankly, all those
giggles and stupid remarks
most of you blurted out every
time that poor soul was about
to break down were utterly
inappropriate.
Hopefully one of these days
you will find out that there is
more to life than Saturday
nights at J.M.'s and General
Hospital fantasies. In the
meantime please refrain from
spoiling
other's
entertainment,
and
limit
yourselves to "Xanadu" and
"Smokey and the Bandit" if
that is all your mentality can
handle.
Georgina Valverde
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(Top left to right) DURING THE FALL, the Shenandoah Valley has
many scenic sights for tourists and local residents. A stream near Blue
Hole, located about 20 miles west of Harrisonburg on Route 33, is usually
a favorite haven of James Madison University students. During early
October with cooler weather approaching, however, the stream reflects
its serene surroundings. A close-up of the landscape seen locally. At New
Market Gap, there is an entrance into the George Washington National
Forest. A sunset closes out the day near Luray.
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